
Daytona Milton Keynes Inkart Championship 2012 

Round four: 

Round four of this year’s Inkart Championship will surely go down as the wettest in history. The pouring rain 

meant that all drivers had to rely on technique rather than speed and also made any small weight advantages 

irrelevant.  

Juniors; Heat one: 

The advantage of starting on pole is that you are already the early pace-setter going into an 8 minute heat, 

leaving little time to be overhauled by your fellow competitors. Tom Harbottle helped back this claim by 

delivering a stupendous drive in treacherous conditions; Tom never lost first spot and finished a clear 7 seconds 

ahead of his nearest rival, Dan bull. The front two were never really in any danger of surrendering their battle 

and when Owen Pearce crossed the finish line to take third he was still 14 seconds behind Dan.  

Heat two: 

The aim for Tom Harbottle in this heat was to replicate his first heat success and despite some severe pressure 

from Oscar Riley and Dan Bull he managed to do just that. His victory was not as straight-forward as the 

previous heat though and his lead when the chequered flag was brandished was a tiny 1.2 seconds. All top three 

drivers recorded lap-times of 1 minute 33 seconds which just highlights the great heat produced.  

Heat three: 

Tom was looking for a third straight win, but starting last on the grid (due to the unique random grid order 

process for heats) it was always going to be an adverse task. Indeed Tom fell short; this heat was taken by Dan 

Bull who would have been pleased with his overall work through-out the heats. A first place finish adding to his 

already impressive second and third place finishes. Josh Hoy grabbed second spot with a consistent drive and 

Owen Pearce wrapped up the top three for the final heat of the junior category.  

The Grand Final: 

After their domination in the heats the bookmakers were making Dan Bull and Tom Harbottle the favourites for 

the overall win, and it is not often the bookies get it wrong. They wouldn’t this time either as both drivers 

tussled for the chance to gain maximum points. It was all going to come down to who had that last bit of energy 

to fire them across the finish line and it must have been Tom Harbottle who had Weetabix for breakfast as he 

just ever-so-slightly piped Dan to the gold trophy.  James Ives continued his debut season in style by completing 

the podium and taking third spot.  

 

 



Lightweights:  

A packed grid and adverse weather conditions are a deadly combination when it comes to racing and it is 

virtually impossible to pick a winner. So with those factors in mind it was interesting to see who would be 

walking away number one.... 

Heat one: 

Since their retirement from the Junior Category, Stephen Moffat and Ben Irwin had not entered into the Senior 

InKart Championship and it was going to be interesting to see if they could handle the step up to a more hectic 

and consistent field. Well, after only one lap it was clear that both drivers would not be intimidated and they 

soon started to show why they were so successful in the junior category. Stephen managed to go from 12
th

 on 

the grid to 3
rd

 in just one lap and by lap number four he was top! Ben was pushing him all the way, but just ran 

out of time and Stephen held firm to take first place in his debut heat. Alex Damian, who has been consistent 

through-out, took third spot to start the day well.  

Heat two: 

The conditions were now in full force, meaning our engineers were working over-time to make all of the karts 

operational and after a slight delay and a false start we were back up and running. The gods were certainly 

shining on Stephen as he was selected for first on the grid meaning with his confidence already high he now had 

the opportunity to extend his points tally and set-up a great final grid position. He of course took advantage and 

drove exceptionally well to seal first spot with a clear 11 seconds to spare. Harry Law was the man who 

captured second, just ahead of the current overall championship leader, Anthony Jordan.  

Heat three: 

The final heat before the grand final saw a familiar face knock Moffat off his perch. Vaughan Roberts showed 

all of his experience and kept calm despite persistent pressure from Moffat and Irwin to take first spot by a mere 

0.334 seconds! There was some unbelievable racing to take us into the final....Roberts was second going into the 

penultimate turn and this is where the conditions really came to light. With approximately 8 drivers all gunning 

for the then leader, Charlie Fenton, a host of spins and knocks saw Vaughan jump into first and claim the 

chequered flag!  

The Grand Final: 

Stephen Moffat showed superb consistency and ambition in the heats, but going into the final there is a different 

pressure. Especially when on pole! However, after his domination it would surely take a ‘Devon Loch’ type 

disaster to give the chasing pack hope. There was of course no collapse and Stephen completed a spectacular 

display by coasting to victory with a cool 6 seconds to spare. It was a straight forward drive that epitomised 

class and talent. Second spot was taken by Harry Law, who himself showed superb application. Completing the 

top three was Ben Irwin; however he only just beat Thomas Davis after a very even battle. 12 months ago 



Stephen, Harry and Ben were all fighting for the number one spot in the junior category, giving us a nostalgic 

feel to the lightweight podium.  

Heavyweights:  

The heavyweight category is very tight with a number of drivers aiming for the top spot. Whilst it is growing in 

popularity, there are a number of drivers who are looking to pull away from the rest of the pack in the overall 

standings. 

Heat one: 

Heat one was really a one man show. Without ever being really pushed Stuart Shearman was the first to take the 

chequered flag setting a quickest lap-time of 1:37:278. Stuart started in 6
th

 spot but after a positive start he never 

really looked back. Second spot was captured by Tom Daniels who has made the jump from the lightweights 

into the heavyweights. A good start for him in his new surroundings! Andy Whymark, a regular driver in this 

year’s Championship, took third spot which gave him a very encouraging start going into the remaining heats.  

Heat two: 

Chris Munro hasn’t been seen since round one and after dusting of any rustiness, he soon showed his ability by 

sending a stern message to his fellow participants. Taking first place by 6 seconds is the best way to let your 

rivals know you mean business and Stuart Shearman had no choice but to settle for second in this heat. Andy 

Whymark was again third with a quickest lap-time of 1:38:486 to complete two solid heats.  

Heat three: 

The battle for supremacy in the final heat was a fascinating spectacle with three drivers vying it out for the top 

spot. It looked as though it was going to be Munro taking the chequered flag once more, however out of 

nowhere the returning Lee Ogorman managed to work his way up the standings to keep Munro working. Tom 

Daniels was the final driver adding to the tension and the lead was changing all the way to the finish line. 

Ogorman only managed to taste first place on his final lap, but that was the best time to do it and it was he who 

just won the heat beating Mr. Munro by 0.254! Tom Daniels was only a second off the front two and the final 

heat finished with a great advertisement for the heavyweight category.  

The Grand Final: 

It was time for the final and after great entertainment in the heats everyone was waiting to see who would be 

standing tall come the final chequered flag! After a nervy start all of the drivers found their rhythm, and it was 

soon Chris Munro leading the way keeping the hungry Stuart Shearman at bay. The two drivers were close and 

it was obvious for all to see that Munro’s tactics were clearly set-up to stop Shearman from winning. However, 

Munro forgot about Tom Daniels, who was slowly catching up with the front two. Then with just two laps to go 

Munro buckled and it was Daniels, not Shearman, who was ready to pounce! With a wonderful inside move he 



took Munro cleanly and did not look back. Tom managed to hold on for the final lap to take the prestigious first 

place. Chris and Stuart settled for second and third spot respectively and should be content with their overall 

efforts on a great day’s worth of racing for the heavyweights.  

Conclusion: 

What seemed to be more like an episode of the Deadliest Catch rather than an Inkart round, due to the 

horrendous weather conditions, it was safe to say every driver & spectator was wondering just what would 

happen in this round. Well, despite the conditions, all drivers performed heroically and should be praised for 

their intelligent driving and mature approach. Hopefully next month will see the return of the sunshine....  

Kind regards, 

Graham Charters  

Championship Co-ordinator.  

 


